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“J’ai retrouvée ma soeur, madame!” Anna collared a passing bather, who shrank 

back in horror. Lotte reluctantly recognized the unruliness and boisterousness of 

long, long ago. 

“I don’t believe it,” Anna held her by the shoulders at arm’s length. “Let me 

look at you.” 

Lotte braced every muscle in her body. And then to be looked over as well! 

This familiarity disgusted her – she was being sucked into something and she 

didn’t have the strength to fight against the tow. But to have been born of the 

same mother almost simultaneously, seventy-four years ago, was something from 

which she could not simply walk away, no matter how refined the mechanism of 

suppression she had developed during half a century. Two lively, light blue eyes 

looked at her inquisitively, and a bit ironically. 

“You’ve become a real lady,” Anna remarked. “As slender as ever, and with 

your hair all done up... sehr schön, muss ich sagen.” 

Lotte looked reservedly at Anna’s ample figure, at the short hair which gave 

her something youthful and unruly. 

“I was never able to do that,” Anna said with a laugh in which there was both 

pride and self-effacement. She gave Lotte’s arm a little squeeze and brought her 

face closer by, a glowing, fixated look in her eyes.  

“And you have Vati’s nose, wunderbar!” 

“How... did you ever wind up here,” Lotte said, trying to distract her, feeling 

cornered. Thank God, Anna let her go. 

“I have arthrosis. The entire motoric system is worn out, verstehst du.” She 

pointed to her hips, her knees. “Someone told me about the mud baths here in Spa 

– it’s not that far from Cologne. What about you?” 

Lotte hesitated, foreseeing that what she was about to say would please her 

sister. “Arthrosis too,” she mumbled. 

“So it runs in the family!” Anna shouted with enthusiasm. “Listen, let’s sit 

down somewhere. I can’t stand up so long.” 
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There was no way around it. The inevitable had been set in motion, there was 

no use resisting.  

“Meine Schwester, stell dir mal vor!” Anna crowed from halfway down the 

corridor. An old man dozing on a couch by the wall, cane clenched in his crooked 

hand, sat up with a start.  

Carrying cups of coffee from the dispenser ,they went into the lounge, which 

was dominated by a large painting of a young woman in the company of a swan. 

By the time they were seated comfortably, Lotte had regained some of her former 

composure. 

“Who would have thought we would ever see each other again...” Anna shook 

her head. “And then in a remarkable place like this... it must have a deeper 

meaning.” 

Lotte tightened her grip on the plastic cup. She didn’t believe in deeper 

meanings, only in blind chance – which had now caused her a great deal of 

embarrassment. 

“Have the baths done you any good?” Anna didn’t know where to begin. 

“I’ve only been here for three days,” Lotte wavered, “the only thing I’ve 

noticed so far is deep exhaustion.” 

“That’s the toxins being released.” Anna adopted an irritatingly professional 

tone. She suddenly perked up: “Do you remember our bathtub in Cologne? The 

one with lion’s paws? In the kitchen?” 

Lotte frowned. She remembered a different tub. She stared pensively out the 

window, where the winter sun made the buildings look bare. “Every Saturday 

evening my father bathed us in turns, in a metal tub.” 

“Your father?” 

“My Dutch father.” Lotte smiled uneasily. 

“What was he like... I mean, what kind of people were they... As a child I 

imagined all kinds of things...”. Anna’s hands clutched at the air. “I didn’t know 

anything about it, so I filled it all in on my own... I dreamed about going to visit 
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you... you don’t know how terrible it was not to hear from you... everyone acted 

as though you didn’t exist... So, well, what were they like...?” 

Lotte pressed her lips together. The idea of dredging up all those old memories 

was dubiously attractive. They lay muffled away, deep in some distant corner of 

her memory, under a thick layer of dust and cobwebs. Wasn’t it smarter to leave 

them alone, instead of poking around there? Yet they were a part of her, there was 

something tempting about bringing them to life. In such incongruous 

surroundings as the Thermal Institute, and then of all things because Anna had 

asked her to. Challenged by the absurdity, the very immorality of it, she half-

closed her eyes and began, murmuring softly, to fill in the gaps in Anna’s 

imagination. 

 

On Saturday evenings, growling “Sit still!”, he scrubbed his four daughters clean 

in a tub full of warm, soapy water, while his wife was off taking advantage of the 

special evening shopping hours. The ritual ended with a glass of warm milk 

which he, whistling all the while, had brought to a boil. Four nightgowns, eight 

bare feet – drinking as slowly as possible, the song of yearning. After receiving 

four goodnight kisses, he resolutely sent them off to bed. In the summer the 

routine was different. Then a group of older girls from the village would 

assemble on the soccer field in front of the house to perform rhythmic exercises 

in the mist rising from the grass. 

Against the red sky the silhouette of a van would appear, coming up fast, 

throwing up clouds of dust from the sandy little road. At the gate to the field it 

would stop, the tailgate was opened and then came the miracle which took Lotte’s 

breath away every Saturday evening. Muscular arms unloaded a piano and placed 

it, among buttercups and sorrel, in a strategic position on the field. Then a young 

man in an off-white summer suit would sit down at the piano and send classical 

melodies in march tempo up into the evening sky. 

The girls from the gym club would kick high and bend far over backwards: 

they stood on tiptoe with their arms stretched in the air, as though collectively 
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floating to earth on invisible parachutes. All this in time to the pianist’s 

unrelenting four four beat. Mies, Marie, Jet and Lotte, still warm from their baths, 

watched the spectacle from the fence at the sidelines until they saw their mother 

loom up in the distance, sitting straight as an arrow on her Gazelle bicycle, the 

handlebars of which seemed to droop under the weight of bulging shopping bags. 

No bath for Anna. Shortly after her arrival at the ancestral farm on the Lippe, 

she discovered that bathing was seen as an exceptional, generally suspect activity. 

Her grandfather, who sank into his favourite easy chair as soon as the journey 

was over, propping his feet in their thick woollen socks up against the edge of the 

cast iron stove – a pungent odour of mould filled the cluttered little parlour – 

would die without ever troubling his pale chest with a bar of soap. “I want to take 

a bath,” Anna whined. 

Mollified by the stubbornness with which her little niece clung to her 

principles, Aunt Liesl put a big kettle of water on the stove and then used it to fill 

a tub on the tile floor. And so the tone was set for a long-standing custom which 

Anna, after Aunt Liesl had left home, kept on her own authority. Many years 

later, when she started locking the door before taking her bath, Uncle Heinrich – 

rattling the knob with an exasperated little laugh – called out: “You must be 

really dirty to make such a fuss.” 

The children of the village were extremely wary of her citified manners and 

cultured accent; they pinned a note to the back of her coat: Go away! She 

excelled at school – her classmates, who regarded her achievements with a 

mixture of fear and resentment, avoided her company. She gradually realized that 

being dead meant someone was gone forever and could not be brought back, not 

even by your passionate desire that they, with their forceful way of dealing with 

things, would make short shrift of your persecutors. According to this definition, 

Lotte was dead too. Anna kept nagging about her return, worrying at her 

grandfather until he snapped: “Don’t be so impatient! If she doesn’t take the time 

to get well, she’ll die too. Is that what you want?” 
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She turned in desperation to her Aunt Liesl, who sat spinning and singing in a 

high, thin voice: “Ich weiss nicht was soll das bedeuten...” Her flaccid bosom 

rocked with the movement of the wheel. Above her head hung a print that had 

been given to the family during the war, when one of their sons was killed. 

“Greater love hath no man than to give up his life for the fatherland” was written 

in fancy letters beneath a dying soldier and an angel who was bestowing on him 

the palm of victory. Anna slunk off outside in the vague hope that Uncle Heinrich 

could cast some light on the matter. But he was sitting on the lavatory in the back 

garden, in a little outhouse painted dark green, tall and narrow and lopsided due 

to an underground branch of the Lippe. The door, with a little heart sawn out of 

it, stood wide open. There he sat plain as day, talking to the neighbour, who was 

occupied in precisely the same way, his door wide open as well, off across a 

patch of mangold. The little tete-à-tete had to do with the shooting club benefit 

and the girls – Anna did not dare venture into this line of fire. 

She traipsed off to the river, despondent, crossed the bridge and stood before a 

shrine to the Virgin Mary, shoulders drooping, in the shadow of an overhanging 

elderberry. Someone had laid a bunch of dark red peonies at the foot of the statue. 

The mother looked down devotedly at the child with the suggestion of a secretive, 

cryptic intimacy which warded off all curious looks. Anna had the urge to disturb 

this introversion and damage the pious face. Instead she yanked the flowers from 

their vase, ran with them to the bridge and threw them with a malicious flick of 

the wrist into the Lippe. She watched them as they slowly floated off in the 

direction of Holland. One peony behaved differently: after circling wildly in an 

eddy, it was sucked down into the depths. Anna stared in envy at the spot where 

the flower had ceased to be. To disappear in a moment, that’s what she wanted 

too – so that she could join her absent friends. A strong wind was blowing, 

carrying the smell of wet grass and reeds. She did not resist when it caught hold 

of her and lifted her with clothes aflutter. Up she went with a deafening whoosh, 

straight up into the clear blue sky. Far below she saw her grandfather’s farm, 

half-hidden beneath the crown of a linden tree. She saw the fields, the grassy 
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diluvial embankments with grazing cows, the school, the church, the Landolinus 

chapel – the whole settlement on both sides of the Lippe which wound itself in 

desperate coils, trying to escape from this inconsequential village whose 

inhabitants attempted to boost their status by concocting stories about Widukind, 

whose Saxon hordes had supposedly offered bloody resistance here to the king of 

the Frankish empire. Anna, who was floating far above, had nothing to do with it. 

Lotte lay in the garden, in a white wooden bower that could rotate on its axis 

to face the sun or be turned away from it at will. Lying flat in bed she turned as 

the weather changed – her thin face resting on a white pillow fringed with lace. 

Her Dutch mother pulled a kitchen chair up to the bed and taught her Dutch: at 

the same time she gave her a book of Grimm’s fairy tales with romantic 

illustrations. In German, “so you don’t forget your mother tongue”, she said. She 

looked as though she had stepped from the pages of a fairy tale herself. She was 

tall, straight and proud: quick to laugh – her teeth were as white as the doves that 

flew back and forth from the cote at the edge of the forest. Everything about her 

shone: her cheeks, her blue eyes, her long brown hair held in place by several 

well-placed tortoiseshell combs. She exuded a wealth of high spirits to everyone 

she met. But the most fairy-tale-like thing about her was her unwomanly strength. 

If she saw her husband carrying a sack of anthracite, she would run to him and 

lovingly assume the burden – and she would carry it to the shed as though it were 

a bag of feathers. 

Lotte soon understood that she had ended up among a related tribe: that of the 

Long-Noses. The tribal chieftain bore a striking resemblance to her own father. 

The same keen-melancholy look in his eyes, the thin, crooked nose, the dark hair 

combed straight back and same-coloured moustache. After all, he was her father’s 

first cousin and had passed on his genetic characteristics to his daughters in 

undiluted form, so that even now, right through their rounded children’s noses, 

the same proud and sensible olfactory organ was developing. Years later, when it 

became dangerous to have such a long nose in the middle of your face, this 

simple biological fact would almost cost one of them her life. 
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Depending on the position of the sun, Lotte had a  view of shifting parts of the 

universe from her little shelter. There, across a broad ditch which bordered the 

garden on two sides, was the forest. Next to the dovecote a group of evergreens 

formed a natural archway, a dark hollow into which her gaze was drawn – across 

a mossy bridge, straight into the twilight among the trees. From another position 

she saw the orchard and the vegetable garden, where the pumpkins swelled so 

quickly that Lotte, sensitized by the fairy tales in which apples and fresh loaves 

could speak, thought she could hear them groaning with growing pains. Then 

there was the view of the house and a sturdy octagonal water tower with 

crenulations – all in brickwork with ornamental arches of green enamelled brick 

above the windows and doors. One day she saw her Dutch father climb up to the 

top and plant a big flag. It took her breath away to see the tiny figure up there at 

the top, next to the flag which flopped like a loose sail in the wind – after all, was 

it not a father’s fate to be blown suddenly out of this world? 

At night she slept in the house, in a room of her own. Then the nocturnal 

landscape unfolded: unseen hills and rocks, spruce woods and alpine meadows, 

mountain streams. Above all this her grandfather soared on the tails of his funeral 

suit; in his claws hung Anna, screaming soundlessly. Lotte ran through the hills, 

up, down, trying to escape from the shadow he cast over her. The earth rolled 

away beneath her feet, she stumbled over rocks – screaming and coughing she 

awoke with a start. She was picked up and carried to another bed, where she slept 

on without interruption under her Dutch mother’s arm.  

 

“Why did they spirit us off like that, like thieves in the night,” Lotte wondered, 

“as soon as the funeral was over?” 

Anna laughed wryly. “Because it was an act of revenge. Plus the added 

advantage of having another pair of hands to help on the farm. It was a village of 

conservative Catholic farmers – that’s the way it was back then. Father ran away 

from those surroundings when he was seventeen. He went to Cologne and 

became a socialist. The short-sighted old man never could accept that, versteht 
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du. And that’s why he came, as soon as his apostate son had died, to save us from 

that hotbed of heathenry and socialism. A hit-and-run operation, to prevent Aunt 

Käthe from keeping us.” 

Lotte felt light-headed. It was unbelievable that this grotesque family affair 

should have anything to do with her. Suddenly, without warning, the seal was 

broken on a bitter mystery she had stored away endless ages ago: ssshhh, don’t 

think about it anymore, it never happened. 

“But...” she protested weakly, “why did he... allow me... to be taken to 

Holland?” It seemed that she heard only the echo of her own voice, as though 

someone was speaking on her behalf. 

Anna leaned over and laid a plump hand on Lotte’s. “He didn’t like the fact 

that you were sick. A healthy child was a good investment, but a sick one... 

doctors, medicines, a sanatorium, a funeral: that would only cost money. He was 

glad his sister Elisabeth offered to take you with her – even though he didn’t like 

her at all and was very suspicious of her fashionable mourning garb. Her son, she 

said, lived in a dry, wooded area not far from Amsterdam, a place that was good 

for TB patients: there was also a sanatorium close-by. But anyway, you know 

more about that than I do. This same aunt had escaped farm life in the last century 

– imagine that, about a hundred years ago – by going to Holland to work as a 

domestic servant and getting married there. I heard all of this from Aunt Liesl, 

years after the war was over. Opa never showed any further interest in you, not 

even after you had recovered. A sickly kitten could never grow into a strong, 

healthy cat; that’s the way he saw thongs.” 

“I wonder,” Lotte said with a forced smile, “whether he would have let me go 

if he had known I was being entrusted to a Stalinist who raised me on tirades 

against papists and the church.” 

“Mein Gott, is that true...?” Anna shook her head, dumbfounded. “How 

ironical... because without that same church I would have been done for a long 

time ago.” 
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Bread and penny nails, sausage and safety pins, nothing was unthinkable in the 

richly stocked store where Anna read out her shopping list in a clear voice. 

“Would you like to earn ten pfennigs, child,” the woman behind the counter 

lisped; her missing front tooth did not stop her from smiling with mercantile 

craftiness. Anna nodded. “Then come read out loud to my mother, twice a week.” 

The mother sat in a back room, blind with cataracts, crumpled up in a worn-out 

armchair by the window; on the table before her lay the mystic reflections of 

Catherina von Emmerich. Each session had to finish with the old woman’s 

favourite passage: the one about the scourging of Jesus before his crucifixion. 

Holding nothing back, the holy woman of Emmerich described the various 

stages: first Jesus was flogged for a while with a normal whip, then a new, well-

equipped soldier with a lash took over and, when this one’s strength began to 

flag, he was replaced in turn by a soldier with a flagellum, the barbs of which 

sank deep into the flesh. With every lash the woman slapped the armrest with her 

bony fingers, her mouth emitting cries of something in between pain and 

encouragement. Anna too reached a climax every time: the melting together of 

her pity for Jesus, her rage against the Roman soldiers and the actual instigators, 

the Jews. After she had closed the book with trembling fingers, the feeling of 

outrage slowly ebbed away. “Come over here...” the old woman beckoned. Anna 

approached the chair reluctantly. The old fingers which had been drumming 

rhythmically on the armrest only moments before now felt at her plump limbs. 

Anna coolly registered the signs of physical deterioration – liver spots on the 

white face, bags under the dull, staring eyes, thin hair where the skull shone 

through. “Ach, stroke my head...” the old woman said softly, squeezing Anna’s 

hand. Anna did not move. “Bitte, bitte... please stroke my head...” Was this also a 

part of reading aloud, a sort of encore? She finally did as she was asked, quickly 

and mechanically. “Our Anna prays for money,” Uncle Heinrich would grin to 

anyone who cared to listen, “until she foams at the mouth.” 

Anna would not resign herself to the scourging of Jesus, who had gradually 

come to take her father’s place. Each Sunday she sat between her grandfather and 
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aunt in the Romanesque church which dated back to the time when the Germanic 

people allowed themselves to be Christianized in droves. On one of the plastered 

white walls, her wandering eyes soon discovered a relief depicting the scene. One 

day, when Alois Jacobsmeyer, the parish priest, was reciting his breviary in a side 

aisle, he saw her walking down the main aisle with a wooden stool in her hand. 

She turned right, purposefully, towards a series of century-old reliefs depicting 

the stations of the cross. She climbed up on the stool and began to beat Christ’s 

persecutors hard, with her fists. “Take that!” echoed vengefully through the 

church. “Take that!” Scratching his head uneasily, Jacobsmeyer wondered 

whether the relief could stand up to such iconoclastic fury. 

 

XIV 

 

Where did all the water come from, and where did it all go? Anna lay in a 

gleaming copper bathtub, air bubbles stood out against her skin, a network of 

scales. Her body lay in the water, pale and fishy. There must be an ingenious 

system of pipes through which the water of the Thermal Institute flowed and was 

carried off again, via the tubs – the body around which it flowed for half an hour 

was merely a way station. All that water, flowing invisibly, inaudibly, like blood 

in the veins, the bathhouse a pumping heart. How many bottles of mineral water 

am I lying in, she wondered. 

Long ago this same body had been lying in a tub on the kitchen floor, Uncle 

Heinrich pounded mockingly on the locked door: You must be really dirty to take 

a bath every week. A charged silence seemed to reign in this bathroom, as though 

the bathers of the past were invisibly present and taking great pains not to give 

themselves away. How many, which, of the famous dead had been in this 

bathroom, laid in this tub? Had their thoughts remained behind here, could the 

silence be top-heavy with them? What they had been thinking must not have been 

very nice, she laughed to herself. 
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From these unknown dead to Lotte’s dead man was only a small step. Shame, 

rage, sadness had kept Anna awake all night. But we are still sisters, she insisted 

to herself stubbornly. Mildness, wisdom is supposed to come with old age, isn’t 

it? If the two of us can’t step over all those obstacles, how can we expect others 

to? Otherwise the world will always stay in the grip of irreconciliation, then every 

war will last at least ten times as long. Sure – Germany used money to force 

reconciliation, but all you needed was a soccer match to show that the old 

enmities were still alive and kicking. 

Something about the light, the green reflection of the tiles, the peaceful 

seclusion, took her back to the bathroom in the Casino – had that been green too? 

Lotte sat across from her in a big white tub, a dark woman (Aunt Käthe?) bent 

over them and poured a thin stream of cold water over their backs from a blue 

enamelled pitcher. They shivered, shuddering in turn with pleasure. She saw 

Lotte before her as clear as day, with dark, wet hair, her eyes squeezed shut – the 

picture was clear, more true to life than the one she had of Lotte yesterday, sitting 

across from her at the table. It’s all still there, she thought in amazement. Even 

though the bombings had not spared a single tile, a single brick of that bathroom, 

it’s still there in my head, the years since then don’t mean a thing. 

What history has done to us, she suddenly realized, can’t be weighed in a 

balance. Suffering doesn’t separate us, it binds us – just as pleasure bound us 

then. This insight, no matter how preposterous, came as a relief. The woman 

whose job it was to help her out of the bath came in at that same moment, 

wearing overalls. She extended her hand to Anna, invitingly. Without any odd 

capers, straight and dignified, she stepped over the edge of the bath and entered 

the depths. Like Pauline Bonaparte attended by her lady-in-waiting, she giggled 

to herself. 

They met in the refreshment room later that morning; even though the door 

always stood wide open, she had never seen anyone else in there. A bather would 

occasionally shuffle through the maze of corridors, but usually -January was, 

after all, the off-season – the halls were quiet and empty. 
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“I slept so miserably,” Anna confessed, “all night long I kept seeing that one 

young man who stepped forward, not suspecting a thing.” 

Lotte nodded absentmindedly, sipping in turn at her coffee and then at her 

mineral water. Anna had the feeling she didn’t want to talk about it anymore. 

“I don’t want to create the impression that I’m trying to one-up you with the 

misery I’ve been through...” she said carefully, “but my husband was also killed 

in that same Scheisse war, after I’d been living in fear for years...” 

 

The opening bars of Beethoven’s Schicksal symphony sounded from the dining 

room. “Ta ta ta ta... Das Oberkommando der Werhrmacht gibt bekannt: Die 

achtundzwanzigste Infanteriedivision auf dem Vormarsch nach Rusland...”  Anna 

was making sandwiches for Rudolf. She spread the butter slowly, mixed with 

tears. Old Man Von Falkenau, eating breakfast across from her, looked at her 

with pity. “Don’t cry, Fraulein,” he shook his head, “your fiancé isn’t with the 

infantry, after all! He’s in no danger at all in the signal corps. Anyway, mark my 

words, the whole operation will be over within six weeks. Do you think those 

people are going to fight to defend themselves? They’re all too happy to be freed 

from Communism.” Anna laughed despondently. Even though Von Falkenau, a 

war-horse with connections in the highest military circles, received his 

information firsthand, no outside comfort could calm her fears. What was one 

solider among millions – all of them bits of fluff blowing across the tundra, in the 

vastness of a country where the sun came up just as it was going down on the 

other side? It was an unreal war, largely expressed in untold numbers which 

boggled the imagination: “Ta ta ta ta... das Oberkommando gibt bekannt...”: thirty 

thousand Russian prisoners of war, forty thousand, fifty thousand. What 

happened to them, what did they live on? Questions which the practical mind, at 

home, asked itself in all innocence while the prattle of victory zigzagged from the 

radio, out the open garden doors, to whip up the roses to blossom more lavishly. 

By the time a letter finally arrived it was already fourteen days old. Martin could 

have been killed since then. She went to the Wochenschau in a nearby city, she 
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read the paper, but the harder she tried to judge his chances of survival on the 

basis of advancing armies, the more of a helpless outsider she felt. Staying at 

home, unable to do a thing – this was a front no one talked about. 

A telegram arrived in late October. “Please come to Vienna. Immediately. 

We’re getting married.” Her suitcase, containing a homemade wedding gown and 

a notarized family tree, had been ready for months. She left for Vienna as fast as 

she could. As she stepped down onto the platform, she hesitated. For a moment it 

was as though a great gust of wind was pushing her back into the train. There he 

was, really was, after he had died a hundred times in her imagination. There he 

was, back from a boundless void in which a mere mortal would lose his way. 

Time and space had brought him here, as though there was nothing to it. He was 

flanked by his parents. For a moment she envied him his two parents, with whom 

he could wait for her: look, there she is. Father and son were both wearing suits 

and hats, Martin’s hat was perched at an angle, his father’s sat straight on his 

head. The father was slim and youthful, but in the shadow of the brim there was 

something worried about his face, as though he constantly had the bright sun in 

his eyes. The mother also gave the impression that life took a superhuman effort. 

She pressed her lips together tight, as though blowing up a balloon; her black hair 

was permed in severe waves, like a cap on her head. Between these two people, 

who seemed to ignore each other, Martin stood and beamed. 

In a wide, treeless shopping street through which the streetcars thundered, the 

father bid them farewell. The time had come for him to go home to his wife, he 

explained courteously – and the two of them wanted Martin and Anna to know 

they were always welcome. Anna looked from one to the other in amazement. 

Why hadn’t Martin ever told her his parents were divorced? The father tipped his 

hat and walked off to the streetcar stop. The three of them mounted the steps to 

the house where Martin had grown up – a second floor apartment, above a 

drugstore. Anna, who had become used to vast rooms with carpets, antique 

furniture, paintings and family portraits, was taken aback when she entered the 

small rooms propped full of knickknacks. 
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After she had sent Martin out on an errand, his mother brought Anna to the 

guest room with exaggerated hospitality. “Now then,” she said, closing the door 

behind her with satisfaction, “now we can talk woman-to-woman. Listen to me. I 

want to warn you, for your own good. Don’t get married. Cancel the wedding 

while you still can. Marriage was invented by men, they’re the only ones who 

profit by it. In one single transaction they acquire, for themselves alone, a mother, 

a whore, a cook and a cleaning lady. All rolled into one, and for free. No one ever 

mentions the woman. There she is, stuck in those few square feet, with her 

skimpy pin money. She’s walked right into the trap – but by the time she realizes 

that, it’s already too late. Don’t do it, honey, smarten up, I’m telling you this as a 

friend.” Anna tried to free herself from the dark, hypnotic eyes. “I assure you, I 

love Martin very much...” she entreated her. “Oh well, love...!” the woman said 

condescendingly, “it’s all a bunch of lies and deceit to pull women over the 

edge.” Anna began opening her suitcase with trembling hands, pulling a blouse 

out at random. “Please excuse me,” she said weakly, “I’d like to change.” “Think 

about what I’ve said!” The woman left the room triumphantly. Anna sank down 

onto the edge of the single bed. She doesn’t think I’m good enough, was her first 

thought. What kind of mother is this, trying to wreck her son’s plans behind his 

back? The plans of a soldier who has to go back in a hurry, back to war! Staring 

in shock at her bridal gown, she sank into a snarl of thoughts and reconsideration, 

until Martin, full of impatient joy, knocked on her door. “Darf ich ‘rein 

kommen...?” She bravely decided to say nothing. 

After the evening meal the mother set a porcelain plate with a floral design on 

the table in front of her son. “I have a surprise for you, young man, something 

you just love.” With a secretive little laugh she produced a canning jar of apricot 

compote and began ladling it onto his plate. “Doesn’t Anna get any?” Martin 

said. “But I’ve been saving it just for you...” A precocious, combative gleam in 

her eye. Martin sighed. “I want you to put another plate on the table.” The mother 

did not move a muscle. She was the empress in these crowded rooms, whoever 

entered her territory was exposed to strange feats of misguided motherly love. 
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Combativeness made way for a wronged expression. “Ach so... you mean I have 

to give her...”  “That’s right, otherwise I won’t touch it.” 

Her influence on him was limited to those four rooms. Breathing freely again, 

they took off into the city, which unfolded coquettishly with its churches, palaces, 

symmetrical parks and ponds, botanical gardens and orangeries, its pastry shops. 

This was his city, the foreshadowing of her future. This was where they would 

live once the war was over. In a museum they admired the art treasures of the 

Habsburgs, they looked down on the rooftops from atop the Leopoldsberg. 

Tickets for the opera and the theatre were hard to come by, except for a soldier on 

leave. Martin also invited his mother to every show they attended. She in turn 

always insisted that her confidante – an ample, highly emotional Viennese with a 

great deal of flounce and frill – go too. During the performance, this friend felt 

obliged to inform them of every impulse that fluttered through her mind. 

“Mother,” Martin said finally, “I love having you along, but please... your 

girlfriend doesn’t have to go with us all the time, does she?” “Well...”, she lifted 

her chin in affront, “so you don’t like my girlfriend, is that it? You never asked 

for my approval when you chose your girlfriend.” Later on in the bedroom, 

looking at Anna with tired eyes, Martin apologized for her behaviour. “I’m sorry, 

don’t blame it on her... she’s been like this since the day my father left her. I was 

little then. She’s never been a normal mother... the way a mother is supposed to 

be. She’s always wanted to own me, in a tyrannical way. To avenge herself on 

him. There’s nothing to do about it, that’s just the way it is.” 

The feeling of expectation which the city had aroused up in Anna slowly 

ebbed away. It seemed to her that her mother-in-law hovered above it all with 

wings spread – no matter where they went, no neighbourhood, no building 

escaped her shadow. When they came home one day the apartment was like a 

house of mourning. The curtains were drawn, a penetrating odour of vinegar 

burned their throats. They carefully opened the door to the bedroom. The mother 

lay in bed with her eyes closed, her confidante sat next to her, devotedly 

administering a heart compress soaked in vinegar. “Ssshhh...” she whispered, 
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holding a finger to her lips, “your mother has had a nervous attack.” Martin 

tensed his jaw. After taking a cool glance at the scene, he turned around and left 

the room. Anna lingered at the foot of the bed, looking down worriedly at the 

deathly pale mother. My god, she thought, if this is the way he treats his mother, 

how will he treat me later on when I’m sick? She felt short of breath and tiptoed 

out of the room with her hand to her throat. Martin was sitting dejectedly at the 

kitchen table. “I know what you’re thinking, but let me tell you something: it’s all 

a big show. There’s nothing wrong with her.” “How can you be so sure,” Anna 

said indignantly. “O.K.,” he sighed, “you pity her, despite everything. Go in there 

and feel her pulse, then you’ll see just how badly off she is.” Anna entered the 

bedroom timidly. She laid a finger on the woman’s sturdy wrist, the confidante 

nodded graciously. The mother’s pulse was calm and regular, completely normal. 

Her eyes didn’t even open a crack, she lay crumpled among the pillows like a 

giant black dahlia. 

“I have a confession to make,” Martin said, “I’ve been worrying about it for 

days, but I was afraid to tell you... We can’t get married now...” Anna stiffened. 

“Why not?” He put his arm around her shoulder. His leave was actually illegal, 

he explained, his pass was a fake. After his company had worked for weeks, they 

were given a three-week furlough. In Russia, to be sure. The company 

commander, a good-natured fellow, had made them the offer: “Before you all 

have to go back into that hell, do what I tell you... go home for a couple of weeks. 

I’ll assume the responsibility.” By marrying, an official act which would have to 

be reported to his superiors, Martin would betray them all. Anna nodded without 

saying a thing. Suddenly the war had become big as life. She put her head on his 

shoulder, sorrowfully. Nothing mattered compared to the fact that he would soon 

be returning to the East. And she to the North. That they were nothing more than 

pawns on a chessboard as big as the world. “That hell...” Anna repeated 

pensively. “Tell me the truth now, Martin, what’s it like there – don’t try to spare 

me...” He laid a finger on her lips. “Sshh... don’t talk about it” he whispered, “I’m 

here to forget about it for a while...” 
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When the attack of hypochondria began wearing thin, the mother rose again 

from her apparent death. Rummaging through the house, she retook her positions. 

Martin and Anna made plans for their last week together. “I think I’ll go to the 

bank,” he mused, “I don’t want us to have to pinch pennies now.” On their way to 

pick up their coats in the hall they heard the front door slam. They left the house; 

the sky, which looked like rain, had the colour of the house fronts in the Tenth 

Bezirk. Martin grabbed her by the arm. “Look at that...” Out in front of them, on 

the other side of the street, his mother was hurrying along in the same direction – 

her head jutting forward, a big leather bag held like a weapon in her hand. “She’s 

sure in a hurry all of a sudden,” he said in amazement. They passed a shop 

window full of dirndls. “Can’t you just see me wearing one of those?” Anna 

joked. Martin turned up his nose. “Those are for the schwärmerische set, people 

who go in for alpenglow and hunting horns.”  

“That’s quite a coincidence...” the teller laughed knowingly, “your mother was 

here two minutes ago and withdrew the last bit of money from this account.” “But 

there was a lot of money on it,” Martin shouted, “I’ve been saving on that 

account for years!” He had to sit down. He stared into space and shook his head, 

dumbfounded. “Before I left I gave her power of attorney...” he said in a 

monotone, “in case of an emergency...” Anna hustled him gently out the door. He 

tossed his hat in the air. “I’m broke,” he shouted with a shrill laugh that 

ricocheted off the walls, “O mein lieber Augustin, alles ist weg...” 

He was gruesomely cheerful when he entered the house. His mother was 

already back in the kitchen, as though she had never left. Martin took a kitchen 

chair and climbed up on it. “And what was left in my savings account...” he asked 

rhetorically, “not a cent...!” He took one of the neatly labelled jars of apricot 

compote off the shelf, let it slip through his hands to the floor, and then reached 

out for another. “All those years I took care of him,” the mother began 

lamenting,”... denied myself so much... not a speck of gratitude...” Holding a jar 

in his hands, Martin looked down on his complaining mother. Suddenly he placed 

the jar quietly back on the shelf, turned it neatly around so the label faced forward 
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and stepped down from the chair. “Come on,” he said calmly, taking Anna by the 

arm, “we’re going to pack.” The mother crossed her pathetic empire in a cloud of 

self-pity, full of pathos she threw herself on her son’s suitcase, which lay half-

packed on the bed. Anna stuffed her bridal gown, which she had hung up, into her 

suitcase and clicked it shut. A dull, pounding headache moved in between her and 

the outside world; she mechanically followed Martin out the door, onto the street, 

into the streetcar. 

The father and his second wife received them with tacit compassion. Anna, 

who had thought her initiation as a family member complete, was now introduced 

into the latest mysteries. The father had recently resumed his paternal role, after 

an involuntary interruption of twenty years. During that entire time, Martin’s 

mother had refused to allow him visiting rights, had depicted him to his son as a 

womanizer of low morals and a profiteer. When Martin was in his junior year at 

high school she suddenly refused, by reason of a logic which perhaps only she 

understood, to accept the monthly study allowance he received from his father. 

She told the son that the father refused to pay any longer, she told the father that 

the son was tired of his studies. She found a position for him as apprentice in a 

first-class beauty parlor in the Kärtnerstrasse, close to the opera. Since that time 

he no longer applied himself to Homeric hexameters, but to the heads of 

capricious divas. Her manoeuvres only came to light when Martin, on the 

occasion of his imminent marriage, had re-established contact with his father. 

In retrospect, Anna now understood the strange, three-headed reception at the 

train station. The one would not make way for the other, the father would no 

longer be kept on the sidelines. Her head spun from all these familial 

complications, she was tempted to consider herself lucky to be an orphan – 

although, in a certain sense, Martin – in the absence of a father, under the 

dominion of a hysterical mother – had been orphaned years ago. 

They resumed their outings with desperate zeal. They climbed from the Untere 

Bevedere, the sixteenth-century summer residence of Prince Eugene of Savoy, 

who had freed Vienna from the Turks, to the even larger Obere Bevedere, the 
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symbol of his power. They visited the Karlskirche, where Martin wanted to hold 

the wedding; they got drunk on Heuriger. It was as though they had to fill, during 

the few days they had left, a reservoir of shared pleasures and joys to be drawn 

from for the rest of their lives.  

She brought him to the train, along with his father. “I’ll be all right...” he 

shouted from the window of the train as it pulled away, “Russia is big and the 

czar is far away!” 

 

“I remember clearly how frightened we were,” Lotte said, “that fall, that the 

Russians would lose.” 

“I could only think about the life of that one person...” Anna stared at her 

nails, “that was the only thing I cared about. I saw nothing else, I heard nothing 

else, I hoped and prayed that he would return. People have forgotten that 

completely now, the never-ending fear in which all of us, at home, had to live – 

there were millions of boys there just like Martin.” 

Lotte felt obliged to remind her that, at the hands of those same boys, millions 

of Russians had been slaughtered. 

Anna sat up straight. “But we didn’t think about that! The only thing we heard 

was: Vormarsch, Vormarsch, Byalistok, Leningrad, the Ukraine. Hermann 

Göring held a grand speech: “We have conquered the most fertile land in the 

world...” He promised: “We will make something beautiful of it, from now on 

there’s enough butter, enough flour.” Germany was thinned out: everyone who 

had something to offer was send there to lead farming operations, health services. 

The biggest clod you could imagine was suddenly somebody out there, was able 

to do something. The prisoners were brought here to work in the factories. It was 

an incredible organizational apparatus, an enormous achievement in a certain 

sense. The people at home became inventive – you could make a coat from an old 

blanket, you made your own shoes...” 

“The Dutch did that too,” Lotte said brusquely.  
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“Of course... an emergency mobilizes all of the abilities which otherwise 

remain dormant. That’s why the people are so bored these days, that’s why they 

have to take courses in creativity, that’s the sickness of this day and age.” 

Lotte, who had the feeling that Anna’s plea was becoming more and more a 

song of praise, interrupted her with a vengeance:”... And then winter came.” 

“That’s right, `General Schlamm’. That was the end of the rapid Vormarsch.” 

“Napoleon had also bogged down in the mud and the cold – we fervently 

hoped it would happen again, and it did. `Now Hitler has lost the war’, that’s the 

first thing we said.” 

“We thought: we have to help our boys make it through the winter. They wrote 

home that they were cold and everyone went to work – even the children and the 

sick people in the hospital. Everyone started knitting. Blankets and cloths were 

sewed together, they sent fur coats, everything went through the Red Cross, not 

through the party leadership. Everyone saw to it that their husband, their son, 

their father, wouldn’t be cold. Ach ja...” she stared outside, the sky had taken on 

the colour of the slate roofs, “at home I still have his Frierfleischorde – the order 

they received for that terrible winter in Russia when there were so many frozen 

toes, fingers, noses. `The Order of the Deepfreeze’, that was the cynical name the 

people gave it.” 

 

The mother of Herr von Garlitz, former lady-in-waiting to the empress, had once 

decided to spend her last years back in civilization and so moved to Potsdam. The 

forty-five room castle she left behind was on the other side of the Oder, in a 

manor town dating from the time of Frederick the Great, one of many in the Mark 

Brandenburg. Frederick had once reclaimed and settled this border province – he 

appointed a lord, for whom a castle was built among the fields, a street was 

paved, houses for the farm labourers were built left and right, there was a church, 

a little school. In exchange for being at the lord’s total disposal, the labourers 

received grain and plot of land big enough to keep a pig and a cow. 
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Because it was far from where the bombs were falling, Herr von Garlitz 

decided they would all move to the country estate where he had grown up. He 

and his wife went first, to put things in order, leaving the children in Anna’s care 

at the house of his wife’s parents. Six weeks later she received an urgent letter 

from Frau von Garlitz: “Come here, I need you. We have located Adelheid, 

Rudolf’s old nanny, she will take care of the children.” And Anna left once again 

with her two suitcases, one with the wedding gown and the army postal service 

letters from Martin, another with the rest of her possessions. She was picked up 

from the station in a horse and wagon – her employer, less well-groomed than she 

had once been, sat on the box looking slightly dishevelled. She had taken on a 

charming indifference, a laissez-faire which amazed Anna, used as she was to her 

mannerliness and self-control in all situations. “Wait until you see this,” the 

countess said, thundering at top speed over the unpaved country roads and with 

the same lightheartedness with which she had abducted Anna in her Kaiser-

Freser, an eternity ago. “All you can do is laugh, that’s how decrepit the castle is, 

it’s worse than you could imagine, you have to see it to believe it.” 

After a half-hour ride through an uninhabited world in which even the 

alternation between woods and fields breathed a certain monotony, they entered 

the village. All of the ingredients were there: the church, the school, the day 

laborers’ houses on both sides of the road. Only the castle was hidden from view, 

behind a wall over which the branches of old chestnuts and maples hung tiredly. 

The gates were opened by a man who was so cross-eyed that it looked as though 

he saw more people in the wagon than just Anna and the countess. The wagon 

lurched through the port, the gates were closed behind them. And there was the 

castle, massive, sturdy, light-gray walls covered in woodbine, white window 

frames, a forest of chimneys on the red roofs. It stood there withdrawn, timid, like 

a person who has not intention of divulging his secrets. Out of a Frederickian 

desire for symmetry, an extension had been built on the middle of the facade, 

with steps which began broadly and invitingly but narrowed their way up to the 

double doors of the entrance. Square pillars on both side supported a tympanum; 
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above this was the family emblem, done in relief. They drove along the side of 

the house to the servants’ entrance. A variety of outbuildings and stables 

surrounded a cobble-stone courtyard. 

Frau von Garlitz went in before her. Anna had barely set foot in the stairway 

when several craftsmen, busy with the restoration on the third floor, shook the 

dust and grit from their clothes – it showered down through the stairwell onto 

Anna’s Viennese hat. The room filled with hilarious laughter. “Now you know 

what it’s like here,” Frau von Garlitz said. 

A thorough inventory, taken that same day, proved that she had not been 

exaggerating. In addition to the constructional defects caused by years of neglect, 

the interior was also filthy and worn-out. All the rooms were filled with the 

pervading odour of the stubborn old lady who, for fifty years, had demanded that 

everything remain as it had been in her youth. Dilapidated suits of armour 

chattered in the draught of the halls and corridors – on nocturnal visits to the 

bathroom, unsuspecting passers-by were startled awake by outlandish tree-stumps 

from which glowed the spooky kitsch of little phosphorescent lights. Frau von 

Garlitz’s bedroom was a case of emergency. Since she had arrived six weeks ago 

she had been sleeping in the same nightgown, between the same sheets, in a bed 

whose satin canopy sagged deeply under a load of dust. Everything was so filthy 

that one felt contaminated just by looking at it. “My lord,” Anna murmured, 

“what a pigsty.” Frau von Garlitz threw up her hands in despair. “I don’t know 

where anything is, I swear to God, I mean, bedclothes and things like that...” “But 

it has to be here somewhere,” Anna coughed, throwing open one of the windows. 

She began to realize that the countess, with that one endearing, timid gesture, had 

transferred to her all responsibility for the moldering estate. “I’m so glad you’ve 

come...” she sighed girlishly. 

And so the renovation began. For one whole year Anna moved from room to 

room with a following of Polish workmen and charwomen from the village, until 

all forty-five rooms had undergone an metamorphosis. The German tenants – sent 

to war – had been replaced by a Polish forced labor crew and Russian prisoners of 
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war who, under the permanent guard of four armed soldiers, were housed in the 

stables. There were no tractors, there was no gasoline. Every morning at six 

o’clock, eighty teams of oxen – driven by Russians – rattled off to the 

surrounding fields, under the supervision of an agricultural inspector on 

deferment, where they worked all day at an un-Russian rate to achieve the quotas 

established by the Reich. Potatoes, grain, milk, butter, everything had to be 

relinquished – except for a small ration for private use. A cabinet with 

cubbyholes had been built for the residents of the castle, where each of them 

could keep their own pat of butter – one-hundred-twenty-five grams a week. One 

half had to be handed over to the kitchen, for frying, the other half was for on 

bread. All humanity seemed to have been divided into two types: the one spread 

everything on a single slice and ate dry bread for the rest of the week, the other 

covered each slice in a puritanical, filmy layer. 

Before the great facelift could run smoothly, Anna had to struggle against old 

ways of doing things. Uncertain, for she suddenly had to lead a complex, 

inscrutable household on the basis of her meagre letter of recommendation from 

the Home Economics School for Young Ladies of Good Standing, she wandered 

through the hallways and rooms in the hope of discovering something like a 

household structure. And so she arrived in the laundry, where four fat, good-

natured village women scrubbed the sheets in oval tubs, singing, laughing and 

chattering all the while. Then the little procession would traipse off to the cellar 

where the linen was pressed and ironed with flatirons containing a red-hot chunk 

of metal. They did not hurry, the wash was done in fourteen days, then a new load 

arrived and they started all over again. An extended lunch break was held each 

day. Mamselle made coffee and baked cookies, it was really quite convivial – the 

fact that this conviviality took place against the background of forty-five room in 

a state of decomposition was outside their sphere of interest. “Good god,” Anna 

thought, “this has got to stop.” 

At the back of the laundry, under a thick layer of dust, she discovered a 

gigantic washing machine with a spin-dryer. “Kaput,” the women waved in a way 
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that showed they had resigned themselves to this long ago. A transmission system 

of long belts crossed the courtyard and ended at a generator in the distillery, 

where potato geneva was made. “What’s wrong with this thing,” she asked the 

mechanic, “is it broken?” “I don’t know,” he growled, shrugging his shoulders. 

“What is that supposed to mean, exactly: I don’t know?” she said irritatedly. 

“Perhaps you’d care to take a look at it.” Sighing and with a blank expression, the 

man turned to the machine. A few hours later he had repaired it, despite himself. 

At six o’clock the next morning Anna put the wash in the machine, the colossus 

of more than one meter in diameter began to move above a roaring wood fire. 

Upon arrival, the washerwomen were greeted by cheerful sounds: boom boom 

boom, chhh chhh chhh, plok plok plok. They blinked in amazement, then they 

became furious. Who did that little Rhineland hussy think she was, did she think 

she could interfere in their lives just like that, they had been doing the wash by 

hand for as long as they could remember, it had never been any problem, there 

was never any reason to change. “Why spend fourteen days washing and 

ironing?” Anna shouted out above the rattle of the machine. One load had already 

been spun dry, the sun was shining outside, she hung the wash on the line and 

hurried back to the laundry room. Ignoring the withering looks, she showed the 

women how to work the machines: “You can just sit down next to it.” Anna raced 

back and forth between the laundry and the clotheslines, at the end of the day the 

wash smelled wonderful and was easy to fold. The entire wash was done – and 

there were thirteen days left to clean the house. It was a minor revolution. When 

the women realized this, their rage turned into hate – a hate which gradually 

thawed that winter when they and their children were sick and Anna made 

camomile tea for them and applied hot compresses and rode to town with them at 

night when they were about to give birth. In this way she provided tacit 

compensation for an omission on the part of Frau von Garlitz -for it was the 

traditional duty of nobility to care for the well-being of their tenants. 

The rooms were cleaned out one by one. Anna’s dismay at the spider webs, the 

dust, the mold and dead insects which the old duchess had gathered around her 
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through the years in her craving for the past soon changed to stubborn 

perseverance. There was one room which topped all others: the Emperor’s 

Chamber. Since Kaiser Wilhelm had spent a night there as the guest of his wife’s 

former lady-in-waiting, it had been sealed like the holy-of-holies. As soon as 

Anna opened the door she encountered a musty, sour smell. She yanked open the 

curtains and draperies, pulled the blankets and pillows from the canopy bed amid 

a cloud of dust and lice – but even after she had stripped the entire room bare, the 

penetrating, imperial odor remained. Finally she unstitched the mattress: where 

the body of His Excellency once lay was now a mass of squiggling maggots, 

which happily poked their way out of the horsehair stuffing – heading for sudden 

freedom. Anna was horrified. There’s a war on, she thought feverishly, we can’t 

just throw away this valuable horsehair. Suddenly she remembered the kettle she 

had seen in the distillery. Clutching the mattress, she crossed the courtyard and 

dumped the contents into the still, under which a low fire was burning. The 

maggots exploded like popcorn. When no further form of activity could be seen, 

she washed the horsehair and dried it in the sun. Finally, armed with two bottles 

of geneva, she brought the costly load to a mattress maker. 

The attic was full of objects which time had tossed up long ago. The only 

valuable thing Anna discovered there was a series of English engravings, old 

hunting scenes in mahogany frames which were given a place in the corridors and 

hall. The rest of what appeared from under the filth was a flabbergasting quantity 

of kitsch, from a time when curls and gilt were apparently very much in fashion. 

She had it all toted out to the courtyard for a public sale. The announcement 

“everything for fifty pfennigs” spread through town. Polish women poured in 

from the outbuildings in worn, shapeless clothing, with tightly knotted kerchiefs 

around their pale round faces. They lit up at the sight of the luxury goods; their 

eyes twinkling, they ran their fingers over these symbols of a wealthy, carefree 

existence. After hesitating endlessly over their purchase they finally disappeared 

in a wink, as though someone could still take it away from them – a silk-

upholstered taboret or a tea-cozy in the form of a rococo doll. 
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After the sugar beets had been harvested, the Polish women washed, cut and 

pressed them amid a nauseating sweet cloud of dense smoke. Then syrup was 

made from the beets; everything was sticky. By way of payment the women each 

received a sack of beets for their own use. “Could we borrow the press...” they 

gestured, shyly demonstrating how difficult it was to press the beets by hand, in a 

cloth. “Of course,” Anna said, “we’re done now, we don’t need it anymore.” A 

few hours later Herr von Garlitz came striding up to her, dressed in his riding 

outfit. “Listen here,” he admonished her, “what have you done now, you’ve given 

our press to the Poles.” “That’s right, why shouldn’t I?” Anna said challengingly, 

irritated by this mondain, indolent element amid the hum of activity. “Do you 

suppose,” he raised his chin, “that if we were in Poland, as workers, that the Poles 

would give us a press?” He looked at her defiantly and then supplied the answer 

himself: “They certainly would not, the fact of the matter is, they hate us.” “But 

we don’t hate them,” Anna objected, “and besides, if the Poles are so much worse 

than we are, as you say, and if I should follow their example  and be like them, 

then we wouldn’t be one bit better than they are and then we would have no right 

to act as though they should listen to us.” He shook his head at this paradoxal 

reasoning. “They are Untermenschen,” he said with dignity. “If those are 

Untermenschen and we are the Herrenmenschen, as you say,” she tried to put it 

diplomatically, “then I can’t be like the Poles, then shouldn’t I be like we are, that 

is to say, like a Herrenmensch?” She found it ridiculous, the whole idea of 

Untermensch, Herrenmensch and Ubermensch, but she had enough intuitive 

political awareness to know that she could not say this to one of the Führer’s 

lackeys. Von Garlitz frowned, this dialectic was too much for him. He somehow 

sensed that he was being put in his place by a headstrong, but alas indispensable, 

employee who insolently stationed her power over his household across from his 

as her employer. It was all too much for him; shaking off the confusion, he 

walked away with short, measured steps, his head bowed, here and there slapping 

his riding crop against a tree. 
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The abundance of work made the time between army postal service letters go 

faster. Martin wrote about the beauty of fields full of sunflowers, he had found a 

chest full of books at a weekly market, a recipe for borscht followed. There was a 

peculiar contradiction between the noisy triumphal marches of the Wehrmacht on 

the radio and the peaceful calm of Martin’s letters in which rifle shots were never 

heard, houses never burned. In the fall his company was just outside Tula. When 

the frost came and the knitting needles clacked to keep the cold on the tundra at 

bay, Anna sent him a package in the blind hope that it would find its way through 

that boundless space. Rumours about people killed in action came closer and 

closer, an anonymous menace denied by the Wochenschau, which showed 

soldiers cheerfully smoking cigarettes in their foxholes in the snow. At first the 

ones killed were second cousins, schoolmates, friends of friends – then they 

became brothers, fiancés, fathers. But in Martin’s letters the winter had a 

Chekhovian beauty. He and his comrades arrived at a farm with a grand piano. A 

grand piano amid endless fields of snow, but badly out of tune from the cold. The 

farmer’s family slept on a platform above the bricked-in oven. The soldiers 

removed the mattresses and lifted the piano up onto the platform. The instrument 

thawed quickly, every evening there was music. The farmer shrugged off 

Martin’s polite apologies: he considered it more important to hear Mozart and 

Bach than to stay warm at night. The more colourful the events described, the 

more suspicious Anna became. 

One of the Russian prisoners held a unique position: it was his job to light the 

tile heaters in the castle and keep them stoked. Day in, day out he moved from 

room to room with a basket full of wood. No one ever spoke to him – it was a 

punishable offence to treat Russians like human beings. One day Anna found 

herself alone with him in a room. Timid, almost invisible, he did his work as 

though he too were aware of the fact that he had absolutely no right to exist other 

than as a bearer of fire. She spoke to him, without forethought, simply because 

they were two individuals in a single space. To her amazement, he answered in 

broken German – what’s more, his name was Wilhelm: when the German 
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emperor had paid a visit to the czar, all newborn boys were given the name 

Wilhelm. A godchild of the kaiser, no less, Anna grinned to herself. His 

explanation was full of softly vibrating Russian consonants. After the first 

meeting, she was regularly to be found in the rooms where the fires were kept lit. 

They were starving in the stables, he whispered, there wasn’t enough of anything. 

She purloined food for him from the kitchen. In the evening she cut the discarded, 

checkered blue covers of feather beds into pieces and sewed these into 

handkerchiefs for the prisoners. She collected thrown-away toothbrushes, remains 

of toothpaste and soap. Wilhelm smuggled these things into the stables, where 

they were gratefully put to use. She did not ask herself why she did it, subversive 

motives were not a part of her character – she simply could not tolerate the 

disharmony between prosperity in the castle and deprivation in the stables. 

On his way from one fire to the next, Wilhelm informed her of the rumors 

going around among the Russians and Poles, rumors which revealed a world 

shadowing that of the triumphant Wochenschau: the German offensive was stuck, 

just when they thought that millions of losses had exhausted the Russian army, 

every dead Soviet soldier was replaced by a hundred living ones. And what about 

Tula? Anna asked, her heart shrinking in her. He begged her pardon: the rumours 

did not go into such detail. But how did these rumours arrive? Ohhh... he held up 

his hands with an Eastern smile. Where the information came from remained a 

secret to her. Was the news brought over by the latest flock of birds which 

rocketed through the gray sky, or did they have a well-trained marathon runner 

who covered the distance from the Polish border in Olympic time, checking in at 

every estate along the way where Poles had been put to work? 

 

“You are a real German after all,” Lotte said, shaking her head. 

“Wieso?” Anna was on her guard. 

“A real tüchtige German... like the way you dealt with that problem with the 

washing machine... already totally in the spirit of the Wirtschaftswunder. But 

what I’d like to know...” 
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“Yes...” Anna was prepared to do her utmost to eliminate all, absolutely all, 

chance of a misunderstanding. 

“In the long run, were those washerwomen happier in that well-organized 

household of yours? Were they still able to laugh, sing, chatter away? 

“Awwww...” Anna shrugged tiredly, “you know, they still had their coffee and 

cake. But you can’t stop progress. Back in the days of the big landowners the 

workers were taught to read and write, nothing else was considered necessary. 

Then came the time when the workers refused to go on playing dumb – I was one 

of them – they went to school, then there was television, the computer... If you 

want to go back to laughing, singing and chattering away, you’ll have to cancel 

out technology and the way it makes life easier for us.” 

“But a great deal has been lost.” 

“You shouldn’t romanticize it.” 

And so they returned to their old bone of contention. They stared out the 

window, past the woman with the swan, trying to organize their thoughts which 

fluttered in all directions, like snips of paper in the wind, driven by the 

summoning up of memories. 

“I have no trouble understanding why you helped the Russian prisoners,” Lotte 

mused, “somehow, somewhere you hoped the Russians would do the same for 

Martin, if he were taken prisoner...” 

“No...” Anna pursed her lips, “I did it to help out, without thinking about it 

further.” 

“But there can be other motives behind something like that. From the moment 

when the first people knocked on our door, asking to hide there, I had the feeling 

I could finally do something – as though we, with every one we took into hiding 

and kept out of the hands of the occupying forces, could still do something to 

help David... in an abstract sense.” 

“So you had people hiding in your house...” 

Lotte nodded. 

“Jews?” 
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“Mainly.” 

Anna sighed, and all her roundness sighed with her. 


